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Quantum oscillations of the chemical potential of electrons in the inversion layer of an MOS 
structure on the (001 ) surface of silicon are detected and studied at temperatures of0.4-1.5 K and 
in fields up to 90 kOe. The oscillations are of order 10 K in size. From an analysis of the shape of 
the oscillations it is established that the width of the Landau levels oscillates inB magnetic field, 
increasing in cases when the Fermi level is found to lie midway between energy levels. The values 
of the valley and spin splitting and their dependence on the magnetic field are determined, and it is 
shown that this splitting also oscillates when the magnetic field changes, in qualitative agreement 
with the theory.' 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The intensive study of two-dimensional conductors on 
semiconductor surfaces in recent years has led to substantial 
progress toward understanding their properties. I t  has 
turned out that in spite of the fundamental simplicity of the 
effect, the description of real systems, even at the level of 
constructing their energy spectrum, is an extremely compli- 
cated problem that is still far from being solved.' This is true 
of both the energy levels for the motion of electrons perpen- 
dicular to the surface (the so-called electrical-quantization 
levels) and the spectrum describing the motion along the 
surface, including the levels in a magnetic field directed nor- 
mal to the surface. 

The theoretical construction of the carrier spectrum is 
complicated by the need to simultaneously take into account 
various factors such as the effect of a random defect poten- 
tial, the influence of external electric and magnetic fields, 
and the interaction of the carriers with the surface and with 
one another. On the other hand, the extraction of the spec- 
trum parameters from the experimental results can only be 
done in the framework of some sort of theoretical model. 
This is equally true both for measurements of the kinetic 
parameters and for resistance experiments, where different 
frequency shifts and strong scattering can arise.' 

Since here we shall be interested in the spectrum in a 
magnetic field, let us discuss this question in somewhat more 
detail. For definiteness we shall discuss only the case of an n- 
type inversion layer at  the (00 1 ) surface ofp-type silicon, the 
object that has been studied in greatest detail1 and is the 
subject of the present paper. The main results known, spe- 
cifically, the level scheme (Fig. 1)  and the characteristic 
energy splitting, have been obtained from the Shubnikov-de 
Haas effect: the temperature dependence of the oscillation 
amplitude was used to determine2 the effective mass m* and 
its dependence on the electron surface density n,, and the 
achievement of "spin zero" conditions, i.e., the exact equa- 
lity of the spin splitting to half of the cyclotron splitting, in a 
magnetic field inclined to the surface of the sample was used3 
to measure the spin splitting A, = g,,p,H and its depen- 
dence on the carrier density. I t  was found that the effectiveg 

factor is substantially (by two or more times) greater than 
the value g = 2 which is characteristic for conduction elec- 
trons in bulk silicon. This effect has been explained success- 
fully by considering the interaction between electrons, but at 
the same time the theory also implied that theg factor should 
oscillate from g = 1 at a total system spin moment of zero 
(i.e., when the same number of levels are filled for spins 
pointing along the field as against i t)  to a certain value 
gma, > 2 (Ref. 1 ) . As a result, one had to be resigned to a very 
large ( - 50% ) uncertainty4 in the experimental value of 
gmax. 

Besides the cyclotron and spin splittings, the electrons 
in a (001 )Si-MOS structure also have a valley splitting A, 
caused by the lifting of the valley degeneracy associated with 
the symmetry of the crystal lattice of bulk silicon because of 
the breaking of the inversion symmetry at the surface. The 
valley splitting has been detected in a study of the Shubni- 
kov-de Haas e f f e ~ t , ~  but until recently the quantitative val- 
ues of A, have been known even less reliably than the spin 

FIG. 1. Energy-level scheme of the n-inversion layer in a Si-MOS struc- 
ture in a quantizing magnetic field. 
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splitting; suffice it to say that a determination of the valley 
splitting by analysis of the line shape of the quantum oscilla- 
tions of the conductivity assumes knowledge of the spin 
splittings (see the review by Ando et al . ' ) .  

It is clear that such a complex phenomenon as the con- 
ductivity in a magnetic field is far from the best means of 
studying the energy spectrum. One would rather use a 
knowledge of the energy spectrum as a basis for analyzing 
the conductivity. Attempts have therefore been undertaken 
to study the electron dynamics by other methods, primarily 
by studying the cyclotron resistance6 and the tunneling in a 
magnetic field.' Both of these studies yielded values of the 
cyclotron splitting fiw, and, consequently, of the effective 
mass m*, which agree to within 5%*with the values of m* 
determined in Ref. 2. For the spin and valley splittings, how- 
ever, no information has been obtained. 

In addition to Ref. 7, other experimental studies of the 
thermodynamic properties of two-dimensional electron sys- 
tems have recently appeared. In Ref. 8, for example, an at- 
tempt was made to observe the oscillations of the magnetic 
moment, but as yet without meaningful results. More en- 
couraging results have been obtained in studies of the quan- 
tum oscillations of the chemical potential of the two-dimen- 
sional electrons; such oscillations were detected in Refs. 9 
and 10. In particular, measurements of these oscillations 
have yielded the value of the valley splitting. " The results of 
our systematic study of this effect are presented below. 

2. PRINCIPLES OF THE METHOD 

Suppose that a voltage V, is applied to the electrode 
structure shown in Fig. 2. As a result, a layer of electrons 
with a density n, z Vgx/4?red will form in a surface layer of 
the semiconductor, causing the gate field to be screened at 
large distances (here x is the dielectric constant of the SiO, 
layer, d is its thickness, and e is the electron charge; for sim- 
plicity we are ignoring the charge - 10'' cm-* of the deple- 
tion layer). If all the electrons belong to the same electical- 
quantization level (and in our case this condition always 
holds), they will form a two-dimensional system with a Fer- 
mi energy (measured from the bottom of their band)" 

Ec01-9 -rxR2n,/pm', (1 )  
wherep is the degeneracy of the levels [ p = 4 for (001 )Si], 
and m* is the mass of the carriers: m* ~ 0 . 2 2  m e .  

If the voltage source is disconnected at low tempera- 
tures, where there is practically no leakage, a set charge of 
the two-dimensional layer will persist indefinitely. The im- 
position of a magnetic field H perpendicular to the surface, 

FIG. 2. Schematic of the measurements of the oscillations of the gate 
voltage: A )  amplifier, MI)  multichannel integrator. 

however, can change the Fermi energy. The Fermi energy 
for an ideal sample in a quantizing field at absolute zero is 
determined from the condition 

EF =E,= ( N + ' / , )  h o c t A , * A , .  ( 2  

where i i s  the number of the last completely or partially filled 
sublevel (see Fig. 1 ),  so that 

( i - I )  nH<n3< - - L ~ H ,  ' ( 3 )  
n, = eH/ch is the density of states per sublevel, A, and A, 
are the spin and valley splittings, which can depend on H a n d  
n,, and Nis the number of the Landau level (the integer part 
of i/4). 

We see from ( 2 )  and ( 3 )  that for a constant value of n, 
the energy EF oscillates when the field H changes, decreas- 
ing abruptly each time a successive level is destroyed by the 
increasing field and then returning approximately to the 
original level as the field is increased further. (Similar be- 
havior has been discussed repeatedly in textbooks on solid- 
state physics for the case of nondegenerate Landau levels; 
see, e.g., Ref. 12.) 

The characteristic amplitude of the variations SEF 
should be equal in order of magnitude to - k H  /m*c and 
should amount to several milli-electron-volts in fields 
H- 10"e. I t  is a straightforward matter to measure the 
corresponding changes in the potential using (for example) 
an electrometer with a high input resistance connected 
across the gate and the contact to the inversion layer (see 
Fig. 2 ) .  In doing this, however, one must be certain that the 
measured variations of the potential actually reflect varia- 
tions of the Fermi level. Let us examine this question in a 
little more detail. 

1 ) The arrangement in Fig. 2 is essentially the classical 
scheme for measuring the variations of the contact potential 
difference of two metals by the Kelvin method. Here, since 
the magnetic field should not have a noticeable effect on the 
properties of the gate (an aluminum film), what is measured 
is just the change in the chemical potential of the two-dimen- 
sional layer. In principle this value can differ somewhat from 
the changes in E, given by formula ( 2 )  because of a possible 
shift in the reference point (the electrical-quantization lev- 
el) .  However, since the position of this level is determined by 
the total voltage across the gate, V, - 10 V, the relative var- 
iations cannot in any case exceed SV,/V, =: 10W4, which is 
negligible. 

2)  It can be supposed that when the energy of the elec- 
trons changes they will redistribute themselves between the 
two-dimensional layer and some other states, e.g., localized 
states in the depletion layer. This could distort the results, 
but at liquid-helium temperatures the time required to estab- 
lish equilibrium between the 2 0  layer and states outside the 
layer is extremely long and these processes can be ignored. 
Without dwelling on general considerations, let us point out 
a direct experiment which confirms this circumstance: We 
have determined9 that the change in the charge entering the 
MOS structure agrees to within the accuracy of the measure- 
ment ( ~ 2 %  ) with the change in the charge contained in the 
two-dimensional layer; the latter change was determined 
from the period of the Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations. 
Furthermore,the experiments described in that same paper9 
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showed that the carrier density in the two-dimensional layer 
remains practically unchanged when the magnetic field 
changes at a fixed total charge of the MOS structure. From 
this we see that formula (2 )  can be used quite safely. 

3) It has been pointed outI3 that the magnetostriction 
plays a large role in the quantum oscillations of the chemical 
potential of metals. At a conduction electron density of 1 e/ 
at., where the elastic properties of metals are largely deter- 
mined by the electrons, the "feedback" due to the magneto- 
striction can partially compensate the effect. In our case the 
characteristic value of the surface density n, - 1012 cmP2 
corresponds (with allowance for the layer thickness - lo-' 
cm) to a volume density - 10-3-10-4 e/at. Therefore, the 
contribution of the electrons to the elastic properties is insig- 
nificant. Allowance for the fact that the electrons are located 
only in a thin layer in the interior of a microscopic solid will 
apparently only weaken their influence still further. 

It can thus be concluded that the measured values of the 
potential variations S V, for the arrangement shown in Fig. 2 
correspond to variations of the Fermi energy of a two-di- 
mensional layer of electrons, SV, = 6EF/e. Naturally, un- 
der actual conditions the fact that the temperature and level 
widths are finite causes the values of 6EF to differ from the 
values given by Eq. (2 ) .  They can be obtained from the solu- 
tion of the integral equation 

where D, (E)  describes the distribution of the density of 
states at the ith sublevel (here the summation is over all the 
energy levels), and f (E, E,, T)  = l/[exp( ( E  - E, ) /  
T )  + 1 ] is the Fermi function. The solution of this equation 
is described in Sec. 4. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT 

We studied MOS structures on the (001 ) surface ofp- 
type silicon. The structures had dimensions of 5 X 8 mm and 
a gate-channel capacitance C= 700 pF. Figure 3 shows how 
the mobility of the carriers depends on their density at differ- 
ent temperatures. The substrate material had a resistivity - 20S1.cm at room temperature; on cooling to liquid-helium 
temperatures the carriers were completely frozen out and 
the bulk conductivity vanished. The experiments showed 
that the mobility of the electrons of the inversion layer was a 
maximum if a positive voltage - 10 V was applied to the gate 
during the cooling, i.e., if the two-dimensional layer was 

created beforehand, at room temperature. At low tempera- 
tures the state of the inversion layer, specifically the electron 
density and mobility, changed reversibly on changes in the 
voltage between the gate and the contact to the layer.*' 

The threshold voltage for metallic conductivity was 
V, 5 2 V .  The carrier density n, in the two-dimensional layer 
was set by the voltage V, applied between the contact to the 
two-dimensional layer and the gate through a switch which 
shorted the input of the electrometer (Fig. 2 ) .  The absolute 
value of n, was determined from the position of the quantum 
oscillations in a magnetic field. At the time of the measure- 
ments the key was opened and the electrometer measured 
the deviation SV, from the value originally set. 

The sample was placed inside a copper shield filled with 
a heat-exchange medium of gaseous 3He. The shield was 
held in thermal contact with a bath of liquid 3He. A magnetic 
field of up to 90 kOe was produced by a solenoid. The ab- 
sence of overheating of the sample on account of the magnet- 
ic-field sweep was ensured by checking that the amplitude 
and shape of the observed oscillations did not depend on the 
sweep rate, which was usually not more than 100 Oe/sec. 
The magnetic field was swept in accordance with the output 
voltage of a multichannel integrator, which is proportional 
to the number of the channel; the output signal of the elec- 
trometer was fed to the measuring input of the integrator. 
The electrometer was a U5-9 amplifier with an input resis- 
tance > 1014 R. Thus the time constant for the discharge of 
the MOS structure was - lo5 sec, which corresponds to a 
change in the charge of 5 0.1 % over the time of the measure- 
ments. We note that repeated detection of the oscillations 
over the course of -0.5-1 h did not show any appreciable 
change in the picture due to a drift of the charge on the 
structure. The capacitance of the coaxial line joining the 
sample and electrometer was 120 pF and was taken into ac- 
count in the processing of the experimental results. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The direct result of the experiment is the V, ( H )  curve 
recorded at a set value of the density n, . Examples of the 
chart recordings for T = 1 K are shown in Fig. 4a. The 
V, ( H )  curves exhibit clearly visible potential jumps corre- 
sponding to transitions of the Fermi level resulting from 
changes in N ( Y  = 8, 12, 16) and changes in the spin at a 
fixed N ( v  = 6, 10). As the temperature is lowered, V, ex- 
hibits jumps corresponding to the valley splitting in the spec- 
trum. One of the recordings of such a jump is shown in Fig. 
4b ( Y =  3) .  
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The parameters of the spectrum were determined ac- 
,p. 10;" cm2/V.sec 

r cording to the best agreement of the E, (H) curve obtained 

30 

zo 

70 :\ 
by numerical solution of integral equation ( 4 )  with the ex- 
perimental curve of V, ( H ) .  Equation ( 4 )  contains the ini- 
tially unknown functions D, ( E ) .  We assume for simplicity 
that all the sublevels at given values of H and n, are charac- 
terized by the same Gaussian distribution (see below) - 

- D ~ ( E )  =( rG esp [-  ( E - E ~ ) ~ / ~ ~ I .  ( 5 )  
- 

l I I l 1 , 1  
1 z '7 

n , . ~ ~ - ' f  cm-' 
With this choice, four adjustable parameters formally re- 
main in Eq. ( 4 ) :  m*, A, ,  A , ,  and T. Actually, however, to 

FIG. 3. Mobility of the electrons as a function of their density n,. describe the shape of each individual jump we need only two 



FIG. 4. a )  Examples of the recordingsof theoscillations ofthegatevoltageat two different electron densities: upper curve) 8 . 4 1 0 ' '  cm ' :  loher  curve) 
6.3.10'' c m ' .  b )  Experimental recording of the jump in the gate potential for v = 3 ( T  = 0.8 K )  and the calculated curves for different values of the 
parameters: dashed curve) r = 0, A,  = 8.0 K: dot-and-dash curve) r = 5 K ,  A ,  = 12 K; solid curve) I- = 5 K, A, = 8.0 K.  

parameters: the energy splitting A, of the two closest levels 
lying above and below E,, and T. The calculated shape of 
the jump is nearly independent of the position and width of 
the remaining levels [making it perfectly acceptable to use a 
single function ( 5 )  to describe them] because their popula- 
tions are close to the exact value n, or to zero. 

In a qualitative sense it is clear that for kT,T<A, the 
amplitude of a jump, i.e., the distance from the minimum to 
the maximum along the V, scale, is determined primarily by 
the value of A,. , while the width of the jump in the magnetic 
field is determined primarily by the temperature and the 
smearing of the levels, or, more precisely, by the ratios k T /  
A,, and r/A,. . Therefore, it is possible to determine both the 
exact value of A,. and the value of r and, moreover, to ascer- 
tain the magnetic-field dependence of r.14 Since this circum- 
stance is of independent interest, let us consider the deter- 
mination of r separately. 

As a first step in determining r it would be natural to 
attempt to calculate its value by calling upon other experi- 
ments, for example, measurements of the electron mobility p 
in the two-dimensional layer. According to the existing the- 
ory (see Ref. 1 )  the density of states at each level, which 
would be a S function for an ideal sample, has a shape which 
is close to a Gaussian distribution and depends in general on 
the type of scatterers. For scattering by a short-range poten- 
tial, Ando obtained the following expression for p :  

where rf = pm*/e is the relaxation time determined from 
the carrier mobility at H = 0. In our case p=:3.5.104 cm2/ 
V-sec, and for H = 80 kOe Eq. (6 )  gives l? = 5 K. However, 
for this value of T it turns out to be impossible to choose 
values of A, such that the E, (H) curves calculated for rea- 
sonable values of the remaining parameters are close to the 
experimentally measured curves of V, (H) /e  for the jumps 
with v = 3 (Fig. 4b) and v = 5. Thus, since we cannot use 
formula ( 6 ) ,  there is only one way left to determine T: to 
choose the two parameters so as to get the best agreement 
between V, (H) and the curve calculated from Eq. ( 4 ) .  
Complete agreement can be achieved for the jumps with 
v = 3, 5, 7; here one must take T 5 1.0 K in the density re- 
gion corresponding to the maximum mobility (see Fig. 3) ,  
and when n, increases to - 10" ~ r n - ~  one gets the estimate 1 
K 5 T 5 2 K for the level width; this correlates with the cor- 
responding decrease in the mobility. The uncertainty in the 
determination of r of course leads to an increase in the un- 
certainties in A,, A,, and A,, but these last uncertainties are 
small compared to the value of A, obtained in this way ( - 7 
K at H = 80 kOe; see Fig. 5 ) .  

The situation is more complicated in the case of the 
jumps with v = 2,6, 10 and especially v = 4, 8, ... , which are 
associated with significantly larger values of A,. It turns out 

FIG.  5. Valley energy-splitting versus the magnetic 
field H ( a )  and versus the electron density n, ( b ) .  
The numbers labeling the points give the values of 
v. The  points A and are taken from Ref. 1, Fig. 
150; the point is from Ref. 17. The solid curves in 
Fig. b are the theoretical results of Refs. 22 (upper  
curve) and 23 (lower curve). 
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FIG. 6. Level width r versus the magnetic field for different v (the 
/ 

1 I 

numbers labellng the curves); H0=80 kOe, T =  1.34 K (for v = 3, 0 i'u 617 fl, kOe 
T =  0.45 K ) .  The dashed curve corresponds to the result of Ref. 16 for 
v = 4. FIG. 8. Values of A, for v = 2,6,  10 as a function of the magnetic field H. 

that for these jumps one cannot choose values of T such that 
the EF ( H )  and Vg (H)/e  curves agree within the error of the 
measurements. The shape of the line V, (H) in this case cor- 
responds to a level width r which changes depending on the 
position of the Fermi level relative to the corresponding en- 
ergy levels: I? attains a maximum when EF lies exactly half- 
way between the levels (the center of the jump) and falls off 
as the Fermi level approaches the center of the Landau level 
(Fig. 6 ) .  

This behavior of the level widths is due, we believe, to 
the dependence of the screening of the random potential on 
the filling of the levels. We note, first of all, that the fivefold 
or greater difference between the measured values of r for 
the jumps with v = 3, 5, 7 and the values calculated using 
Eq. (6 )  indicates that the role of scattering by the short- 
range potential is small and that random variations of the 
potential on a scale much greater than the magnetic length 
are important. The screening of these fluctuations of the po- 
tential cannot involve the electrons belonging to completely 
filled sublevels, since their density is exactly the same (equal 
to n, = eH/ch)  at  any point in the two-dimensional layer. 
Therefore, the leveling of the potential involves only the 
electrons on partially filled sublevels. One naturally expects 
that the screening will weaken when the conductivity and 
longitudinal resistivity pxx go to zero, and this occurs when- 
ever the Fermi level lies midway between two sublevels. As 
we see from Fig. 7, for our samples (with a measurement 
accuracy of 10-2-10-3 fl/0) p,, goes to zero at v = 2,4 ,6 ,  
8, ... , which correlates with an increase in T, but remains 
perfectly finite at Y = 3, 5, 7, i.e., in those cases when r 
remains small. 

The density of thermally excited current carriers in- 
volved in the screening (and in the conduction) is roughly 
n,-n, exp(- - (c i  -E,I/T); it is minimum for 
lei - E,/ = A,/2 and increases as the Fermi level ap- 

proaches an energy sublevel. Accordingly, the conductivity 
increases and r decreases. This kind of behavior of r has 
been discussed earlier,' and it is apparently this effect that 
was observed in a studyI5 of the quantum oscillations of the 
heat capacity of GaAs-based heterojunctions. The proposed 
picture correlates with the results of a study1' of transient 
processes in the charging of MOS structures. The results of 
that study '' imply that for nT+O the energy of the electrons 
within each level develops a scatter that reaches tens of de- 
grees, with a characteristic scale for the variations of - 10-5-10-4 cm-much larger than the magnetic length. 

An interesting question in the context of the present 
study is the extent to which one can check the values of the 
energy splitting obtained in such a complicated analysis 
which requires one to allow for the dependence of r on 
(E, - ci ) . We note that since this splitting is actually deter- 
mined from the difference SVg between the maximum and 
minimum values of the voltage V, , for which r is small and, 
as is clear from what we have said, cannot exceed the values 
of T for Y = 3, 5, ... , the indeterminancy in r has practically 
no effect on the accuracy with which the values of A, are 
determined, the error in the latter being due primarily to the 
noise in the detection of 6 V g .  The values of the splitting A, 
determined in this way are given in Fig. 8 for v = 2,6, and 10 
and in Fig. 9 for v = 4 and 8. 

I t  would be tempting, based on the considerations set 
forth above, to describe the curves shown in Fig. 6 by a uni- 
versal function T(n,  ) .  Unfortunately, it turns out that for 
different v the same values of r are reached at values of n, 
which differ by a factor of 2-3. This circumstance is possibly 
due to a deviation of the state density from a Gaussian on the 
tails of the distribution or to the influence of scattering by 
the short-range potential. 

The energy distribution B ( E )  [Eq. (5 )  ] of the carriers 
at the Landau level in the case of a field-dependent width 

1DUU - 
FIG. 7. Resistivityp,, versus the occupation number v of the 

,5017 - levels for H = 90 kOe, T =  1 K ( n ,  = 2.16.1Ot1 c m 2 ) .  

1 
2 6 70 v 
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FIG. 9. Values of A, for v = 4 and 8 versus the magnetic field H. 

T(Fig. 6) have "tails" which fall off considerably more 
slowly than in the case of a Gaussian function with constant 
r. In fact, it is the function E(E) that determines the behav- 
ior of the kinetic characteristics ofp,, andp, . In an analy- 
sis16 of the shape of the wings of the p, ( V, ) plateau, the 
form o f b ( ~ )  was recovered for the particular case H = 79.3 
kOe near v = 4. The dashed curve in Fig. 6 shows how H 
depends on the width of the Gaussian in accordance with the 
analytical dependence b ( ~ )  obtained in Ref. 16. As we see, 
there is qualitative agreement between the results of the mea- 
surement of the shape of thep, plateau and the results of the 
measurements of the jump in the potential. 

In concluding this section we note the following. It can 
be shown that our result-a magnetic-field-dependent T-is 
related to the choice of a particular distribution function, 
and by replacing the distribution with some other kind, e.g., 
a Lorentzian, one can eliminate the oscillations of the level 
widths. But this is not the case, since a distribution with fixed 
parameters cannot simultaneously give sufficient overlap of 
the levels for A, = 20-30 K to describe the finite slope of the 
V, (H) curve near the center of the corresponding jumps 
and the relatively small overlap for A, 5 10 K that is a neces- 
sary condition for the very existence of both the jumps with 
v = 3,5,7 and the jumps with other values of v in weak fields 
H- 15-30 kOe. 

5. DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR THE 
ENERGY SPLITTING 

Valley splitting 

The direct results of the experiment are the values of the 
energy splitting at times when the Fermi level lies within the 
corresponding energy interval. For this splitting, the cases 
corresponding to v = 4, 8, ... are governed by three param- 
eters of spectrum (2 ) ,  those with v = 2, 6, ... by two, and 
only the splitting for v = 3, 5, 7 is determined by a single 
parameter-the valley splitting. It is therefore natural to be- 
gin with a discussion of the experimental results for this last 
group. The data shown in Fig. 5a show that our measured 
values are satisfactorily approximated by the function 
A,, = (2.4 + 6-lop5 H) K. We do not see any substantial 
dependence of A,, on n , :  the energy splitting obtained at 
approximately the same values of the field is nearly the same 

for v -- 3 and 5 (i.e., when the densities are in a ratio of 3:5) 
or v = 5 and 7 (density ratio 5:7). The absence of a connec- 
tion between A, and n, is particularly apparent when our 
measured values are plotted on the A, - n, plane (Fig. 5b). 
It is in just such a form that the results of other measure- 
ments of A, have been presented (they are also given in Fig. 
5b), because the existing theoretical predictions (reviewed 
in Ref. 1) imply that A, should grow approximately in pro- 
portion to n , .  Thus we can state with certainty that the ex- 
periment does not confirm any actual dependence of this 
kind. If the values of A, measured previously are plotted as a 
function ofH, then all the points are found to lie near a single 
straight line (Fig. 5a) regardless of the density n , ,  which 
varies for a given value of H (with allowance for the data of 
Refs. 1 and 17) by 4-5 times. The dependence of A, on H is 
possibly due to a renormalization of the valley splitting be- 
cause of the electron-electron interaction. A calculation of 
this effect is given in Ref. 18, but unfortunately, only for a 
single value of the field, H = 140 kOe, so that we cannot 
compare our results with the theoretical field dependence 
because the latter is not known. As to the numerical value for 
H z  140 kOe, the renormalized value A, calculated in Ref. 
18 is almost an order of magnitude larger than the value 
implied by Fig. 5a. This may be because the calculation of 
Ref. 18 used the value of the splitting at H = 0, which is 
significantly larger than the value A, z 2.5 K implied by our 
results. 

Spin splitting 

As we see from Figs. 5 and 8, the spin splitting 
A, = A, + A, for v = 2 and 6 does not extrapolate to zero 
for H+O. A nonzero spin splitting has also been observed for 
the electrons of a two-dimensional layer in a GaAs-based 
heterojunction by extrapolation of the EPR data19 to H = 0. 
However, GaAs has a strong spin-orbit interaction that is 
responsible for this result." For the electrons in Si the spin- 
orbit interaction is small, and this result is unexpected. 

The spin splitting of the Landau levels of the electrons 
of the inversion layer is usually written in the form1 

A a = = ~ e ,  PBH, (7 )  

whereg,, depends on n, . One can try to extract the values of 
ge, by combining the data compiled in Figs. 5 and 8. To do 
this one has to assume that A, does not depend on the posi- 
tion of the Fermi level. The values ofg,, determined in this 
way are given in Fig. 10. These values agree well with the 
results obtained in Ref. 4 for the maximum value ofg. 

This is not the only possible approach, however. From a 
theoretical point of view the large value of g,, is due to a 
strong electron-electron interaction.' But this renormaliza- 
tion depends substantially on the position of the Fermi level: 
it is large when one is observing transitions 2,6, ... , etc., and 
vanishes for v = 4, 8, ... , i.e., in this case Y = 2 and the ex- 
periments*' appear to confirm this. An anomalous effect is 
expected to occur for the renormalization of the valley split- 
ting as we11.I8 To find out whether this is so we can use the 
measured level splitting for v = 4, 8 (Fig. 9 ) .  It is clear that 
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FIG. 10. Experimental dependence of the effectiveg factor on the density 
n,. The points 0 correspond tog,,, the points to g:, (see text). The 
dashed curves show the boundaries of the range of possible values ofg,,, 
from Ref. 4. 

if there are no oscillations of g,, and A , ,  it should be true 
that 

, = l  

if the corresponding splitting is measured at the same value 
of the field. After summing A,, A,, A,, and A, for H = 80 
kOe, we obtain fiw, = 64 f 4 K,  which corresponds to an 
effective mass m* = (0.16 + 0.01) m e .  This is substantially 
smaller than the known value m* = (0.225 f 0.015)mC ob- 
tained at n, =:5.101'-10" cm-' by different 

One can estimate the minimum values of A, and A,, by 
comparing the quantity fiw, - 2pB H = fieH /m*c - 2pB H 
with the splitting A, or A,. As we see from Fig. 9, these cases, 
although differing in details, are rather similar and their 
magnetic-field dependence is nearly linear, with a slope that 
is practically equal to that of the straight line fiw, - 2,uB H. 
The distance between these two straight lines along the ener- 
gy scale is - 6 + 2 K, i.e., it agrees, if the uncertainty in the 
measurements is taken into account, with the sum of the 
remanent valley and spin splitting extrapolated to H = 0: 
A,(O) + A,(O) + A,(0) = 7 + 1 K. We assume that this 
result indicates that the unrenormalized value A:,'' is equal 
to A, (0 )  and is most likely independent of n,, while the 
linear dependence of A, on the field H is due to the renor- 
malization on account of the electron-electron interaction; 
this latter renormalization arises at different occupation 
numbers for different valleys. Accordingly, the unrenorma- 
lized value is A, = A, ( 0 )  + 2pB H, while the renormalized 
value is A, = A, ( 0 )  + g*pB H, where according to Fig. 8 we 
haveg* = 3.6, 2.6, and 2.3 for v = 2, 6, and 10, respectively. 
If we accept such an interpretation, we must acknowledge 
that the points for g,, in Fig. 10 do not reflect the actual 
behavior of the g factor. In view of the oscillatory depen- 
dence of A, on the number of filled levels, it should be prefer- 
able to take the values g:, determined from Fig. 8 with 
A, (0).  It is easy to see that, thanks to the linear dependence 
A, (H), this results simply in a decrease in theg factor by 0.9 

near agreement of our results with those of other investiga- 
tors who used samples with p = (10-15).103 cm2/V.sec, 
i.e., 3-4 times smaller, casts doubt on this conclusion of the 
theory. We note that the values A, and A, are somewhat 
different, possibly in part because of a dependence on n, of 
the effective mass, for which we know of no reliable values 
from other experiments at densities n, 5 5-10" cmP2, the 
region in which the majority of the points in Fig. 9 fall. On 
the other hand, according to Fig. 8 the splittings A, and A,, 
are smaller than A,, so that if the renormalization does not 
vanish altogether, one can expect that A, will be somewhat 
larger than A,. At present, however, there is no justification 
for discussing these small differences. 

6. CONCLUSION 

Let us list the main results of this study. 
By studying the quantum oscillations of the chemical 

potential of the n-inversion layer at the surface of an 
(001)Si-MOS structure, we have measured the valley split- 
ting A, and the spin splitting A , .  Extrapolation of the ex- 
perimental results leads to the conclusion that both types of 
splitting remain present at H = 0, the valley splitting with a 
value A, ( 0 )  ~ 2 . 4  K and the spin splitting with A, (0 )  ~4 K. 
In a quantizing field this splitting undergoes a renormaliza- 
tion which is proportional to the field and which is maxi- 
mum when the Fermi level lies between the corresponding 
energy levels and apparently vanishes when the Fermi level 
lies outside these intervals. We also established that the mo- 
tion of the levels on changes in the field is accompanied by 
oscillations of the level widths (see Fig. 6) .  

It must be noted that there are still some questions that 
require further elucidation. First of all, is there a renormal- 
ization of A, and A, like that observed for the valley and spin 
splitting? Another circumstance that must be mentioned in 
this connection is that the renormalized valley splitting is 
independent of the density n,, in contrast to the explicit den- 
sity dependence of the spin splitting. It is possible that this 
circumstance arises because for A, the decrease in the renor- 
malization with increasing n, can be compensated by the 
growth of A, due to the growth in the density. Further ex- 
periments are needed to resolve these questions. In particu- 
lar, it would be interesting to use a study of the quantum 
oscillations of the chemical potential to follow the transfor- 
mation of the spectrum when the magnetic field is inclined to 
the surface of the sample or when the temperature is varied 
over wide ranges. 

We are indebted to A. S. Borovik-Romanov for provid- 
ing us the opportunity to do the experiments at the Institute 
of Physics Problems of the Academy of Sciences of the 
USSR, to Ch. V. Konetskii, M. S. Khasin ,  V. Ya. Pok- 
rovskii, E. I. Rashbe, A. P. Volodin, and I. Ya. Krasnopolin 
for interest in and discussions of this study, and to G. S. 
Chernyshev for technical assistance. 

(Fig. 10). In any case there is not much difference between 
the values of eitherg,, or g:, and the results of the previous "If valley or spin splitting remains present in the absence ;if magnetic 

studies. we note in this regard that the theory developed by field, the reference point should be taken midway between the split lev- 
els. 

Ando and Uemura (see Ref. ) predicts that the renormal- ')Contact regions with n-type conductivity were formed on the surface of 
ization of the spin splitting depends substantially on p. The the crystal during the fabrication of the structure. 
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